
Twenty years. That’s how long it has taken to reach agreement
on protecting the Great Bear Rainforest—or, at least, most of it. 
The Great Bear Rainforest is one of the largest remaining

coastal temperate rainforests on earth. It is the size of the
entirety of  Vancouver Island. It comprises BC’s mainland Pacific
coast from the Discovery Islands (Campbell River) to the border
of the Alaska panhandle (Stewart): 6.4 million hectares of land
and water, of which 3.6 million hectares is forest, islands, inlets,
mountains, valleys. 
The Great Bear Conservation Agreement will ensure that

85% of the coastal temperate forests (3.1 million hectares) is
permanently off-limits to industrial logging. The remaining 15%
of the forests (some 550,000 hectares) will be subject to
Ecosystem-Based Management rules, said to be the most
stringent commercial logging standards in North America.
The fifteen-year negotiation to reach The Great Bear

Conservation Agreement included at least five forest products
companies (Interfor Corporation, Western Forest Products, BC
Timber Sales, Catalyst Paper, and Howe Sound Pulp and Paper),
three BC premiers, three major environmental organizations
(ForestEthics, Greenpeace, and Sierra Club BC), and 26 First
Nations. First Nations leader Dallas Smith says this involved 94
chiefs and about 180 different band councillors.

Outstanding Agreement
Greenpeace hails the Great Bear Conservation Agreement as ‘a
ground-breaking model for other forest regions of the world’
and says that the organization is hopeful that what was achieved
in the Great Bear Rainforest can also happen for the Boreal
Forest, particularly in Ontario and Quebec.

Logging the Rainforest
Throughout the last century, it was the scene of active logging,
clear cuts, and high-grading the old-growth—thousand-year-
old western red cedars, ninety-metre Sitka spruce. Skyline
logging with wheezing donkey engines, steam and then diesel;
tractors, skidders, trucks; log-dumps; enormous log-booms,
tugboats, self-dumping log-barges; sawmills, pulp mills, chip
piles.
It wasn’t until the nineties that the clear cuts started to

become apparent, and the old growth started to become scarce.
The public and the press became interested after the successful
demonstrations against clear-cutting at Clayoquot Sound—they
saw that BC’s ancient forests could be preserved. 

The Environmental Campaign
Ancient forest campaigners turned their attention to the
mainland coast. Environmental groups rebranded the ‘Mid
Coast Timber Supply Area’ as the ‘Great Bear Rainforest’ with
the iconic white Kermode bear as its symbol.
The forest industry wasn’t interested. It only became

interested when, in the late nineties, the environmental groups
talked to the industry’s customers. It was pressure from the
markets for lumber, pulp, and paper, that brought the
companies to the negotiating table.

Collaboration and Negotiation
Five years of confrontation; fifteen years of talk. And logging
continued, though the boycott campaign stopped in 2001 when
talks began. The Ecosystem-Based Management (EBM)
handbook, developed in the mid-2000s, was accompanied by
an agreement not to log some 100 sensitive valleys. 
A 2009 agreement had already put 50% of the forest off-

limits to logging, including creating sizeable fully protected
areas. It also included a $120 million fund for First Nations
community wellbeing initiatives, and recognition of First
Nations rights in their territories through shared decision-
making arrangements.

The Great Bear Conservation
Agreement

While the full text of The Great Bear Conservation Agreement
had not been released at press time, the 2016 map of the Great
Bear Rainforest shows an incredible patchwork of protected
areas, EBM areas with 30-50%, 50-70%, and 70-100% off limits
to logging; ‘Restoration Landscape Units’ in which past logging
has resulted in a ‘significant deficit of old growth’, where at least
30% of the forested area is in ‘hard reserves’ as a base for
restoration.
First Nations oversight of their lands has been strengthened,

and new community development opportunities negotiated
under a government-to-government implementation process,
according to a summary of the agreements. 
ForestEthics says, ‘The plan will prevent millions of tons of

carbon pollution from logging.’ Environmental associations
conclude, ‘…the new model of conservation management is
informed by science, First Nations rights over their lands, and
stakeholder input.’ 0
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Agreement to protect BC’s coastal forest- Patrick Brown


